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Max Damage’s path to redemption finally seems straightforward. The reformed supervillain has a new
sidekick watching his back, a world that’s beginning to trust him, and two solid allies—Police Lieutenant
Louis Armadale and Alana Patel, the Plutonian’s ex-girlfriend—who have begun to feel like family. Then,
without warning, the Plutonian is back, and Max finds he is woefully unprepared to defend Earth against its
most terrifying enemy. What lengths will he go to in order to be ready to take Plutonian on—and what
sacrifices will he have to make? The latest volume in the companion series to the Eisner-nominated
IRREDEEMABLE, by award-winning writer Mark Waid (KINGDOM COME, EMPIRE).
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From Reader Review Incorruptible, Vol. 6 for online ebook

Chris says

Max Damage finally achieves the true superhero status in the public's eyes that he'd been seeking, only to
demonstrate what he'd been saying all along--that he doesn't really know how to think or act like a hero. He
wants the world to conform to his simple, straightforward approach, but that may not work out the way he
hopes.

Roman Colombo says

It's so strange having only one volume left in Incorruptible (2 for Irredeemable). I've really grown to like
Max's character quite a lot, and I'm excited to see how this will end. This volume had some excellent
moments, but it feels like it slowed down a little as we lead into the crescendo.

Wing Kee says

Choppy but interesting.

World: Art is good, great character expressions which allows the reader to connect with the book. World
building here is interesting, once again giving enough to set the stage.

Story: Choppy but interesting, a lot of time jumps and scenes mashed together into a story. It was quite fast
paced with emotions and ideas flying fast and furious and a resolution that just happened. It's interesting but
not really well fleshed out.

Characters: Max has entered one note territory and it's starting to annoy. But at the same time the main
villain this arc was boring and poorly written. His motivations are basic and his characterization boring.
There is no warrant on why people should be afraid of him and that makes for a failed villain.

Okay but flawed.

Onward to the next book!

Adam Stone says

Not just the worst book in the Irredeemable/Incorruptible universe, but perhaps the worst thing Mark Waid
has ever written. The dialog and pacing make the story unnecessarily difficult to follow. The art looks like
they gave the very talented art team a weekend to put out each issue, and every thirty minutes their
computers crashed, and they had to start over.

Don't bother reading this.



Shannon Appelcline says

The introduction of Lucifer may mark the point where Waid started throwing new stuff into Incorruptible to
keep the series going. The result is OK, and the fight with the Plutonian was long-coming. Overall, this
volume is fun but doesn't have much in the way of depth.

Timothy Boyd says

The redemption of the villain Max Damage continues as he tried to rebuild his corner of a devastated world.
Great plot. Very recommended

Alan says

I have found that Mark Waid's companion series about reformed villain Max Damage a better read than his
one about an irredeemable superhero which this sort of spun out of. This next to last volume feells a little
light as some plot threads are wrapped up, or nearly completed, as we head towards the final volume. Max is
hardly in this volume as he is constructing a building.

And, the building's secret is revealed in this volume.

JB says

Almost really good, ultimately feels like wasted potential. Intended to be a limited series, but comes off as
though there was not an intended direction for the series. Spends way too much time on an antagonist that
makes no sense for the setting. Mainly fun for the clever world-building. Has really no effect on the primary
series this is a spin off of, so you can read Irredeemable in its entirety before starting this series (there was a
crossover, but it carries nothing from this series over to it, except "The main character of this book was the
Plutonion's primary villain").

Jason says

It was awesome to see Max and The Plutonian finally square off. And the result was as satisfying as a reader
could hope.

Juan Jose says

The story is good, but I can't predict how it will end.



Jesse A says

A good entry in the series.

Gavin says

This one is a little weaker than the rest, except for one section which totally saves the book: a showdown
between the returned Plutonian and Max.
Max is still trying to save Coalville, but when a major villain from the past comes to take over, and then
Plutonian himself arrives to take Max out, will he stand a chance to save Coalville? Heck, will he even
survive??
An ally from Max's past turns up with the villain, and the aftermath of the battle between Max and Tony will
shape the future of both Coalville and the Earth.
Another power steps in to try and take over Coalville out from underneath Max...

There's a fair bit going on here, but the fight between Max and Plutonian is the real reason you're going to
read this Volume. Without giving away too much, it's major, and awesome.

Julio Bonilla says

Max Damage saves Coalville by telling Plutonium to leave. An old friend comes into focus. Safe word
changes her name to Hate Crime, but still has the same power?!

????

Trey says

These books are so short!

Jacob says

Finally the powers have a showdown! But what did MD whisper?


